Introduction.
In 1997, Prof. Khuda-Bukhsh proposed that homeopathic substances have the capacity to interact with the genetic blueprint and deliver their benefits by increasing the expression of genes
that synthesise health promoting proteins. Since then, work by Prof. Khuda-Bukhsh and other
scientists have clearly demonstrated that homeopathic substances do have the capacity to do
this.
The genetic blueprint contains many genes that promote health as well as many genes that cause
disease. With a view to increasing the specificity and safety of gene targeting by homeopathic
DNA, (because homeopathic DNA, which is of undefined sequence, induces various disease
symptoms in healthy people) Drs. Jenaer and Marichal pioneered the use of highly diluted small
DNA molecules with well-defined sequences to target immune response genes and fight infections. Their system, called Micro-Immunotherapy proved to be very effective. The Homeovitality
system was developed along the same lines as Micro-Immunotherapy.
The Homeovitality system uses highly diluted DNA molecules with precise sequences to target
genes that produce the body’s natural proteins that have been proven to promote health as well
as protect against and resolve many diseases. A description of the current range of products
within the Homeovitality system, and how to use them most effectively and safely is detailed below.

Safety Of The Homeovitality Health Care System.
The Homeovitality system has been developed to avoid the prospect of inducing disease symptoms in recipients because it uses DNA molecules with standardised sequences that target only
genes that have been proven to support health and resolve disease.
Some have expressed concerns about ingestion of DNA. There is no need for concern whatsoever because, as well as homeopathic DNA, many homeopathic remedies such as nosodes as well
as sarcodes and plant derived remedies may contain foreign DNA, mutated DNA and DNA from
infectious agents.
So, to put practitioners’ and clients’ minds at ease, gene expression supported by the Homeovitality system is safer and better controlled than gene expression alterations effected by homeopathic remedies and dietary components.

Further Reading.

Homeovitality is an entirely new concept
in health promotion. It takes advantage
of new “cutting-edge” scientific
discoveries to help everyone stay as
healthy as possible and enjoy different
forms of nature’s super-health, better”.
Natural super-health is the highest possible level of health and disease resistance that can be achieved naturally.
Homeovitality has been developed as a
safe and natural way to help everyone to
enjoy natural super-health and stay
healthy.

For more information about Homeovitality health care system, visit www.homeovitality.com.

The merging of scientific discovery, alternative healthcare technology and the biology of natural super health.
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Age Well

Allergicare

Cancer Care

Cholestecare

Depress Aid

Diabetes II

HoV-GH1/KLO/IL7

HoV-INT10

HoV-KP1/TP30

HoV-C27/KLO/CQ4

HoV-A15

HoV-PPG

HoV-MR7

HoV-SLO/MR7

HoV-DF1

HoV-GH1/KLO

Helps everyone
to live a longer
disease free life
and slows down
the aging process

Helps the
immune system,
prevent allergies
like asthma and
reducing inflammation

Helps arrest tumour growth
and stop tumour cells from
spreading

Helps regulate
blood cholesterol levels as
well as improve
general heart
health

Helps sufferers
of depression. It
is designed to
target the
SLC6A15 gene

Helps supress
Type 2 diabetes.
Also assists in the
treatment of
cancer and other
diseases

Promotes
female fertility by
targeting the
MRP7 gene

Promotes male
fertility by targeting the SLO
MRP7 genes

Helps treat and
protect against
infections of skin
and tissues as
well as fighting
AIDS and cancer

Helps develop
muscle tissue and
reduce age related
muscle loss and
slows down aging
process

Super Memory/
IQ

Super Strong
Bones

Super Weight
Loss

Vital Energy

HoV-CM2/S25

HoV-CTR

Super Wound
Heal

HoV-LEP/ADP

HoV-CN1

Helps remember
better and enjoy
an increased IQ

Helps strengthen
bone and avoid
bone fractures

Helps lose weight
effectively by suppressing appetite

Helps wound
healing, internally
and externally

Super careD

Super Detox

Super Growth

HoV-C27

HoV-CYP

Super Heart

HoV-GH1

Super Immunity

HoV-KLO

HoV-IL7

Helps natural
synthesis of vitamin D, important
for optimal
health

Helps boost this
natural toxin
removal system

Helps children
grow better. It is
designed to target
the GH1 gene.

Helps everyone to
live a longer healthier life and keeps
the heart and kidneys healthy

Helps to repair and
boost the immune
system
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Fertility Aid

for
her

Fertility Aid

for
him

Restless Warrior Super Build-Up

HoV-CQ4

Helps supply the
energy needed for
body to work at its
optimum capacity.
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